ELECTRIC USAGE MONITOR GUIDE
BORROWING A MONITOR
Please review prior to using the monitor:
• The monitor is not intended to be used on products that are more than 120 volts/15 amps
• Borrow the monitor for up to four weeks (you can contact us if an extension is needed)
• We encourage you to complete the worksheet and return it with the monitor, so we can review 		
your results and provide recommendations

Please return the enclosed monitor by:

RETURNING THE MONITOR
Please follow these steps for returning the monitor:
1. Place the monitor in the box it came in
2. Place a copy of the completed worksheet into the box
3. Secure the prepaid return label enclosed with the monitor onto the front of the box
4. Seal the box with shipping tape
5. Drop the box in the mail
A Customer Support Specialist will follow up with you once we have received the monitor.
Further instructions can be found on the back of this document. If you need additional assistance, please
call Efficiency Smart at 877-889-3777.

*Efficiency Smart does not warrant that participation in this service will result in energy savings or benefits of
any kind. Accuracy of measurements and of borrower’s analysis cannot be guaranteed. Participants assume all
responsibility for use of the enclosed monitor; Efficiency Smart and its employees disclaim any and all liability
for any injury and/or damages resulting from any such use.

FOLLOW US

877.889.3777
efficiencysmart.org

ELECTRIC USAGE MONITOR INSTRUCTIONS
START HERE

Please follow the flow chart below for instructions on
using the monitor. You can also refer to the Tricklestar
usage guide for more information on the monitor.

Plug the monitor into your outlet.
Then, select an appliance and plug it into the monitor.

Is this appliance in CONSTANT USE or OCCASIONAL USE?
Check the worksheet if you aren’t sure.

CONSTANT USE DEVICES

OCCASIONAL USE

Leave the monitor plugged into your
appliance for at least two days

Turn on your device as
you normally would

NEXT,
SELECT A BUTTON
ENERGY

This displays the number of watts
being used to power the appliance

COST

CO2

Press the button to switch between day,
month, or annual usage estimates

Write down the information displayed on the screen in the worksheet provided. Record your numbers
before unplugging the monitor, as results will be lost after disconnecting.

REPEAT THE STEPS ABOVE WITH
ADDITIONAL APPLIANCES

FOLLOW US

Once you’re done with the monitor, please place one of the worksheet
copies and the device into the box it arrived in and drop it in the mail. A
Customer Support Specialist will follow up with you to discuss your results
and opportunities to save energy.

877.889.3777
efficiencysmart.org

